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[This question paper contains 04 printed pages] 

[इस प्रश्न पत्र में 04 मुद्रित पृष्ठ हैं] 

Himachal Pradesh Administrative Service Combined Competitive (Main / 

Written) Examination, 2020 

                                       (     /      )      , 2020 

ECONOMICS (PAPER-I) 

       (    -I) 

Time allowed: Three Hours             Maximum Marks: 100 

         समय:     घंटे                         अंक: 100 

QUESTION PAPER SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS 

                          

Please read each of the following instructions carefully before attempting questions 

                                                          । 

1. There are EIGHT questions printed both in English & Hindi.   

     आठ                 औ                      । 

2. Candidate has to attempt FIVE questions in all in English or Hindi. 

                                                          । 

3. Question No.1 is compulsory. Out of the remaining SEVEN questions, FOUR are to be 

attempted.   

         1           ।                                        ।    

4.  All questions carry equal marks. The number of marks carried by a question / part is 

indicated against it. 

                       ।          /                                     । 

5. Write answer in legible handwriting. Each part of the question must be answered in 

sequence and in the same continuation. 

                        । प्रश्न के प्रत्येक भाग का उत्तर उसी क्रम में द्रिया जाना चाहहए। 

6. Graph / illustrations, wherever required, may be drawn / given. 

     /         ,             ,           /        । 

7. Attempts of questions shall be counted in sequential order. Unless struck off, attempt of a 

question shall be counted even if attempted partly. Any page or portion of the page left 

blank in answer book must be clearly struck off. 

                                       । आ                                   

                                       ।                                         :     

      । 

7.  Re-evaluation / Re-checking of answer book of the candidate is not allowed.  

          की उत्तरपुहततका    पुनममूलयांकन / पुन: जााँच                 । 
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1. Answer the following questions in brief: -                                                             (5x4 =20) 

                                   :- 

(a)  “A firm under monopolistic competition though enjoys monopoly power yet it fails 

to reap monopoly profit.” Explain. 

"                                                                          

                               ।"        । 

(b)  “Aid for trade policies always expand trade and alleviate international income 

inequalities in the recipient countries.” Evaluate the statement 

"                                                          औ                  

          आ                       "                          । 

(c)  “The assumption of ‘constancy of marginal utility of money’ is basic to the 

Marshallian Utility theory.” Discuss. How did the assumption prevent Marshall 

from splitting price effect into income effect and substitution effect? 

"                                                                               

      "               ।                                             आ      

                                     ? 

 (d)  “Economic growth is not always synonymous with improved standard of living and 

economic welfare.” Analyse. Does HDI provide an alternative?  

"आ                            औ  आ                                ।" 

             ।         आ                        ? 

2.  “The trade-off between trade and environment remains unresolved.” Discuss. How far is 

it correct to say that the unbridled and misguided temptation of nations to regulate 

imports and pursue ‘beggar thy neighbour policy’ may sabotage the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development of making trade “an engine for inclusive economic growth and 

poverty reduction, [that] contributes to the promotion of sustainable development.”  

                (10+10) 

"                                (   -   )                 ।"               ।    

                                     आ                    औ  '                      

    '                                 ,                   2030                      

   '                     औ                                                        

  "                 ।   

3. Explain the conditions under which devaluation can lead to an improvement in balance of 

payments of a country under fixed exchange regime. Do you subscribe to the view that 
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monetary contraction can prove to be a better alternative than devaluation for developing 

countries facing balance of payments deficits under fixed exchange rate system? Provide 

theoretical basis to your response.                                                                               (8+12) 

                                                                                     

                ।     आ                                           ,                

                                                                                   , 

                                       ?                      आ                ।      

4.  “Although a persistently unbalanced sharing of the growth dividend (inequality) might 

have some growth-promoting effect, it will ultimately result in social resentment, fuelling 

populist and protectionist sentiments thereby leading to political instability, dampening of 

economic growth and intensification of macroeconomic instability.” Discuss in context of 

developing countries like India. What measures you can suggest to control inequality 

without having adverse impact on the short- and medium-term growth prospect of the 

economy?                                                                                                                     (12+8)  

      "                                            (       )                       

                    ,                        आ                ,            

                                                                 , आ           

                  औ       आ                               ।"                    

                            ।                                             आ           

                                                                    ? 

5. Inflation in India is a long-term problem caused primarily by structural problems, 

monetary infusion can only add fuel to the fire.” Explain. What are these structural 

problems? Suggest appropriate policy mix to lessen the intensity of inflation in the short 

run and negotiate with it effectively in the medium and long run.                             (12+8) 

 "                                                                                     

            ,                   आ                         ।"             ।           

                    ?                                                             

          औ                                                       ।    

6.   Show that the Keynesian underemployment equilibrium and Classical full employment 

equilibrium result from the assumptions of these models and their treatment of aggregate 

demand and aggregate supply. How far is it correct to conclude that Keynesian 

explanation is more comprehensive and better suited for developing economies? On what 

grounds Keynesian explanation has been criticised by New Classical Economists?        

                                                                                                                                        (8+6 +6) 
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                              औ                            औ                    

       ,               ।                                                    औ  

                                  ?                              आ                

           आ           ? 

7. “Privatisation has resulted in creation and sustenance of competitive condition and 

ensuring a Pareto Optimal solution.” In the light of the statement evaluate the impact of 

privatisation in India. What kind of state intervention would you fathom in the present 

context when withdrawal of state seems inevitable and natural?                                (14+6) 

"                                           औ                            

                          ।“           आ                                  

               ।                                                        औ  

                        आ                               (      )               ?   

8. Discuss the following in brief:- 

                            :- 

 (a)  “High levels of public debt in India have historically been associated with fiscal 

dominance, and more uncertainty and volatility in the economy.” Comment.      (10) 

"                 ऋ                                            औ  

                                                    ।"              । 

 (b)   How far is it correct to say that fiscal deficit gives a more comprehensive picture of 

health of state finances than revenue deficit? State and comment on the condition in 

which despite having surplus on revenue account, state can have higher fiscal 

deficit?                                     (10) 

                                        , आ                                  

                                ?                            औ        

                    आ           आ                   ,                       

               ।        
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